
Rules for the conduct of the Market 
Garden Campaign 
 

(Subject to amendment by the Umpire whenever he feels it to be necessary) 

Introduction 
Several people have asked for a copy of my rules.  I have no definitive copy, so this is a first attempt at 

defining such a beast.  I well remember the old adage that a camel is a horse designed by a committee.  

In this case it is a committee of one, sourcing ideas wherever he can find them. 

I owe a great debt to Simulations Publications Incorporated (SPI).  I bought their “Arnhem” game in the 

late 1970s and have played it several times.  It inspired my interest in this short campaign in 1944.  My 

operational map is based on their hexagonal game map, copied and transferred to a semi-military style 

squared campaign map. 

I also used their order of battle, however it may be disputed, as the basis for my own.  I have made 

some additions and adjustments, but very few.  Their version was subject to a lot of game testing, so 

why muck about with it? 

My first use of this game was in a three day, real time e-mail map game with three players representing 

XXX Corps, the Airborne forces and the Germans.  The game, as it turned out, was played almost exactly 

in real time from 17th-19th September in campaign time.  I had the master map and all e-mails were 

treated as radio, telephone or courier messages to and from the three HQ commanders.  After three 

days and little sleep I called a halt.  All three players thought that at that point they could still win. 

Unfortunately the reports seem to have vanished into the mists of the internet and developing 

technology, but I know that I dealt with over 1000 incoming and outgoing e-mail messages over the 

three days.  It did not help that one player was in real time 10 hours behind the others. 

Here then, first of all, are the rules for the original battalion level game.  These were used, ignored, or 

adapted as a basis for the new, more detailed campaign. 

------------------------------- 

Rules for Market Garden Map Game 

Play Sequence 
At the start of each day the weather is checked with a D6 
 1 = same as previous day 
 2 = Good. All air operations may go ahead as planned 
 3,4 = Fair. Limited air operations are possible 
 5,6 = Poor. No air operations are possible 
 
The umpire sorts all received orders into start time sequence. 



If opposing units have orders with identical start time, a D6 is rolled for priority of action. 
 
Units are moved in accordance with the orders given.  Any unit moving to within 2 squares orthogonal 
or 1 square diagonal of an enemy unit must stop moving.  They will be involved in distant combat. 
 
Reconnaissance units will halt within 4 x 1 squares orthogonal or 3 x 2 squares diagonal of an enemy and 
immediately report to Divisional HQ.  If the odds determined by the umpire are favourable they will 
advance to combat range, attack and then withdraw to a safe range (“Hit and run”).  
 
Results of contacts are added by the umpire to the communications log as and when they occur.  The log 
(excluding recce unit reports) is sent to each divisional commander at the end of the current order 
period for his units (after combat).   
 
Note:  In practice e-mails flowed to and fro thick and fast with no specific order period.  Orders were 
acted on, the time noted and reports sent back.  I believe this helped with the sense of involvement by 
the players and the umpire. 
 
Combats are resolved for all units which are within range of an enemy and have orders to attack. 
 
Results of combats are added to the communications log by the umpire and sent to the divisional 
commanders.  Each combat is deemed to have taken 30 minutes. 
 

Air Operations. 
In good weather, the allies may drop 18 parachute battalions and land 6 glider battalions.  The British 
have 6 fighter squadrons available and the Germans D3 fighter squadrons. 
In fair weather, the allies may drop 3 parachute battalions and land 1 glider battalion.  The British have 3 
fighter squadrons available and the Germans 1 fighter squadron. 
 
Parachute and glider battalions must land on pre-planned drop zones (DZ) and landing zones (LZ) which 
may be altered subject to the communication rules below.  If altered, the DZ/LZ must be one previously 
designated in the original plan. 
 
British Fighters: May be allocated to any XXX Corps unit to support an ordered attack, or may be given a 
rectangular operational area to patrol for targets of opportunity. 
 
Luftwaffe Fighters: Must be allocated a rectangular operational area to patrol for targets of opportunity. 
 

Communication  
The Umpire receives orders from the players and sorts them into the start time for each order.  If no 
start time is given, the order is assumed to be for immediate action. 
Some orders will not be received due to radio communication faults, telephone breakdown, dispatch 
riders going astray or being killed. 
Some action reports from units to divisional commanders will fail and be treated the same way. 
 Roll D6 x 2. 2 or 3 is a failed communication. 
 For 1st British Airborne, roll D6 x 2.  Any double is a failed communication. 
Failed orders will be reported back as “not acknowledged”.  Failed reports will simply go missing. 
 



Supply 
All units must be able to trace a supply route to their supply depot at the end of each day (20:00).  From 
the unit the route must be: 
 Any terrain to a minor road. 
 Any minor road to a major road. 
 Any major road to the supply point. 
  
For XXX Corps units the supply depot is the southern map edge. 
For German units the supply depot is any map edge north, east or west. 
For airborne units the supply depot is any supply DZ for their own division in their initial plan. 
 
Unsupplied units will be subject to a D6 drop in effectiveness.  This effectiveness is not recovered if 
supply later becomes available. 
 

Movement 
The following table is used for unit movement: 
Time to cross specific terrain square. 

 Major 
Road 

Minor 
Road Open Woods Polder Heath Town Rail Canal Ferry 

Foot 15 min 15 min 20 min 40 min 30 min 30 min 30 min 20 min D6/2 hrs D6 Hrs 

Tracks 5 min 10 min 10 min 30 min No 20 min 30 min 15 min No 

2D6 

Hrs 

Towed 5 min 10 min 20 min No No 60 min 30 min 40 min No 

2D6 

Hrs 

Wheels 5 min 5 min 15 min No No 40 min 20 min 

30 min 

 No 

2D6 

Hrs 

If a road or rail line crosses the corner of a square exactly, diagonal movement is permitted, otherwise 
all movement is counted orthogonally.  The umpire will adjudicate. 
 

Bridges and ferries 
All bridges and ferries are subject to demolition and repair.  As soon as the first allied unit moves into a 
square containing or adjacent orthogonally to a square containing a part of a bridge, a D6 is rolled. 
Canal bridges are destroyed on a roll of 1 or 2. 
Railway bridges are destroyed on a roll of 1. 
Major road bridges (Arnhem, Nijmegen, Grave) are damaged on a roll of 1 if a German unit is adjacent 
orthogonally to the bridge.  They will take an additional 30 minutes for an infantry unit or 1 hour for a 
mechanised unit to cross, after repair by the engineer unit. 
Ferries are destroyed on a roll of 1 or 2 if a German unit is adjacent orthogonally to the ferry. 

Repair of bridges . 
XXX Corps has an engineer unit attached.  This is a “renewable resource”.  It may repair or replace any 
bridge in D6 hours by entering the square occupied by the bridge (or damaged section) and not 
engaging in combat. 
Note:  In reality D6 hours is far short of the time required.  10+D6 hours would be more appropriate. 
 
If the engineer unit is destroyed a new engineer unit becomes available at the southern map edge. 
The engineer unit may also ferry infantry units across any river (Maas, Waal or Rhine) by placing itself on 
the river and acting as a ferry. 



Use of ferries 
Ferries are a slow operation. 
Infantry units may cross a river using a ferry in D6 hours. 
Mechanised units may cross a river using a ferry in 2D6 hours. 
 

Combat 
Note.  When played as an e-mail game, the combat results were calculated by a computer program using 

the following calculations.  In practice it had one failure, when 2nd Para on Arnhem Bridge fell below 0% 

original strength in one turn and kept fighting, because I had not allowed for the possibility of negative 

strength in the programming! 

If a unit comes within two squares orthogonally or one square diagonally of an enemy, it must halt. 
Combat will take place.  The moving unit is deemed to be the attacker. 
If several units are involved in the defence, the combats must be split according to the defender’s 
terrain type.  All adjacent defenders on the same terrain are involved in the same combat.  
If an attacking unit has more than one potential target, the following priority is used: 
 Orthoganally adjacent enemy 
 Orthoganally distant enemy (2 squares away) 
 Diagonally adjacent enemy                               
All units involved in the attack (including allocated artillery and air force units) and the defence have 
their relative combat values totalled and compared.  The defending side applies a modifier to the 
attacker’s score for the terrain they occupy.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Terrain Adust 

Bridge -1 

Canal -2 

Embanked road +2 

Heath -3 

Open 0 

Polder -2 

Ruins -3 

Town -2 

Woods -2 

Notes:  
Bridge or canal means being attacked from the far side of any bridge or canal. 
Embanked road refers to mechanised units in Polder on either a road or railway. 
Ruins are town squares that have been reduced to ruins (see later) 
 
  



One D6 is rolled and the following table is used to determine the result. 

Die Roll >  1 2 3 4 5 6 

Difference        

-7 A1 A1 A1 A2 A2 AE 

-6 A1 A1 A1 A1 A2 AE 

-5 A1 A1 A1 A1 A2 AE 

-4 A1 A1 A1 A1 A1 A2 

-3 A1 A1 A1 A1 A1 A2 

-2 BR A1 A1 A1 A1 A1 

-1 D1 BR A1 A1 A1 A1 

0 D2 D1 BR BR A1 A1 

1 D2 D2 D1 BR BR A1 

2 D2 D2 D2 D1 BR A1 

3 D2 D2 D2 D1 BR A1 

4 D2 D2 D2 D2 D1 BR 

5 D2 D2 D2 D2 D1 BR 

6 D3 D2 D2 D2 D2 BR 

7 D3 D2 D2 D2 D2 BR 

8 D3 D2 D2 D2 D2 BR 

9 D4 D3 D2 D2 D2 D2 

10 D4 D3 D2 D2 D2 D2 

11 D4 D3 D2 D2 D2 D2 

12 DE D4 D3 D2 D2 D2 

  



Explanation of codes 

A1 Attacking Units in close combat fall back 1 square.  Defending 
units remain in place. Recce units may follow up or disengage and 
retire out of range. 

A2 Attacking Units in close combat fall back 2 squares.  Attacking 
units in distant combat fall back 1 square. Defending units may 
occupy vacated adjacent square. 

AE Attacking Unit joins nearest friendly unit within 5 Km and half 
remaining strength is added to new unit strength. (Loss % 
decreased). Defender may advance 1 square. 

BR Attacker and defender in close combat both fall back 1 square.  
Distant fighting attacker closes up. Recce units may disengage and 
retire out of range. 

D1 Defending units in close combat fall back 1 square. Attacking units 
remain in place. Recce units may follow up or disengage and retire 
out of range. 

D2 Defending Units in close combat fall back 2 squares.  Defending 
units in distant combat fall back 1 square. Attacking units may 
occupy vacated adjacent square. 

D3 Defending Units in close combat fall back 3 squares.  Defending 
units in distant combat fall back 1 square. Attacking units may 
occupy vacated adjacent square. 

D4 Defending Units in close combat fall back 3 squares.  Defending 
units in distant combat fall back 2 squares. Attacking units may 
advance 1 square. 

DE Defending Unit joins nearest friendly unit within 5 Km and half 
remaining strength is added to new unit strength. (Loss % 
decreased). Attacker may advance 1 square. 

Losses 
In addition to the combat results, percentage effectiveness losses are allocated for each combat. 
The loss is applied to both attacker’s and defender’s units in the following way: 
The enemy’s total combat value is multiplied by the combat die roll and divided by the range declared in 
the combat.  (1 or 2 squares only – supporting ranged artillery do not suffer casualties). 
The result is the percentage loss suffered by the unit in the combat. 

Ruins 
For any combat where the defender is in a town and artillery or mechanised units are attacking, if a 6 is 
rolled the map square will become a ruin.  This has the effect of negating any roads and increasing the 
defence value of the map square. 

  



Reconnaissance Units 
Certain units are defined as reconnaissance (recce or recon) units.  They have a special ability partly 
referred to in the combat table above. 
Recce units will spot an enemy unit at up to 4 x 2 Km or 3 x 3 Km (See artillery range table below).  They 
will immediately report to Division HQ and if odds are favourable will close to the attack, with the ability 
in many situations to disengage and withdraw afterwards. 

Artillery 
Artillery may engage targets at a longer range, either in support of an attack or by being ordered to 
target a particular map square.  Ranges are (orthogonally)  
Medium artillery: 12 Km 
Light Artillery: 7 Km 
Anti-tank artillery: 4 Km 
Diagonal ranges are calculated to the nearest square using Pythagorean mathematics.  

 Horizontal range 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Vertical range Actual range AT Guns / Recce Light Artillery Medium Artillery 
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8 8 9 9 9 10 11 11 12    

9 9 9 9 10 10 11 11 12     

10 10 10 10 11 11 12 12      

11 11 11 11 12 12        

12 12 12 12          

 

Ground support aircraft 
These are either given a range to attack targets of opportunity, which will not be in woods or towns; or 
allocated to a specific unit to call in when making an attack.  They may be used once per day and will 
attack from an adjacent square with an attack and defence value of 1. 
 

  



A new approach 
The campaign map was copied to an Excel sheet as a background and the cell sizes scaled to the map 

grid squares.  This allowed for each unit to be moved around on the sheet against the map background. 

Rules for weather and airborne drops remained unchanged. 

For the new game, the idea was that each player would command a division.  The strategic game would 

be as above, but when units came within 1Km of each other (2Km for Recce units) a tabletop or board 

game would be fought to resolve the conflict, using the game “Memoir ‘44” which nicely abstracts the 

detail while giving a believable result.  Tactical game moves are deemed to take 10 minutes each. 

The order of strategic play is decided by having one playing card allocated to each division (including air 

forces).  When their card is drawn, they make strategic moves and fight the local battles in which their 

units are involved.  They are deemed to be the attacker in all tactical battles. 

Using Memoir ’44, one command card is allocated for every three company-sized units on the 

board/table at the start of the turn, rounded up or down as appropriate.  Victory medals to determine 

the end of the game (for destruction of enemy units, securing geographical objectives or companies 

leaving the board through a specified hexagon) are normally 1/3 of the enemy company strength, 

subject to the umpire’s discretion.   

Air Operations 
The number of sorties is unchanged from the original rules according to the weather.  Fighter/bomber 
sorties may be: 

1. Allocated to a tactical battle involving XXX Corps or any German unit. 
2. Used for reconnaissance missions over a rectangular map area of 24 squares.  All enemy units in 

the area are reported. 
3. Optional rule.  Units within a wooded area are only spotted and reported on a d6 roll of 4,5,6. 

 

Supply 
Determination of supply is unchanged.  The effects are different.  A unit out of supply suffers a loss of 1 

die in tactical ranged combat, but not in close combat. 

Casualties from tactical battles are deducted as a percentage, rounded to company strength,  for the 
rest of the campaign day, but overnight stragglers may be recovered. All units are shown on strategic 
maps as equivalent company strength after battlefield casualties 
Example 
An infantry unit of 4 companies of 4 platoons lost 7 platoons in a battle. 7/16 is 44%.   
Overnight average die rolls from 21:00 until 06:00 are 2,2,5,3,4,5,2,4,4,4: total 35% of the 44% lost. 
35% of 44% is 15% of the original strength recovered.   
So the unit now has 56% remaining + 15% recovered is 71% of the original 4 companies. 
4 companies x 71% = 2.84, rounded to 3 companies to start the new day. 
 
Complex?  Yes, but it appears to work. 
 
For information display all units are depicted on the main (Excel) map in a typeface size: 
A “standard” unit of 4 companies is shown in 20pt 



Add or subtract 2pt for each company in the depicted unit. 
e.g.  
A strong unit of 7 companies is depicted in 26pt characters. 
A unit of 4 companies with 1 company lost is depicted as 18pt. 
An independent unit of 2 platoons or ½ company is depicted as 12pt.   
Depiction of units on the excel map screen.  

 
Units on the main map are depicted in the Excel sheet using these character sets, rotated left 90 
degrees: 

Sample units. 
a. Foot Infantry unit: X 
b. Parachute infantry unit: x} 
c. Motorised  infantry unit: :x 
d. Glider infantry unit: x| 
e. Glider artillery unit: o| 
f. Armoured infantry unit: ()x 
g. Armoured recce unit: ()^ 
h. Towed artillery unit: :o 
i. Tank unit: ()! 
j. SP Gun unit: ()/ 
k. Aircraft: +||=|- 

  

Movement 

Average speeds in squares 

per 30 minutes Foot Tracks Towed Wheels 

Highway 2 6 6 6 

Road 2 3 3 6 

Open 

1 + 1 if 

D6>3 3 1 + 1 if D6>3 2 

Woods 

0 + 1 if 

D6>2 1 0 0 

Polder 1 0 0 0 

Heath 1 

1 + 1 if 

D6>3 0 0 + 1 if D6>2 

Town 1 1 1 1 + 1 if D6>3 

Canal 

0 + 1 if 

D6>5 0 0 0 

Rail 

1 + 1 if 

D6>3 2 0 + 1 if D6>2 1 

 
  



The conversion of strategic to tactical units is conducted by a die roll.  The SPI attack and defence values 

of each unit were added to create a number of “companies” which were converted into wargame units 

by a further die roll.  The logic was that, although you may command, for example, an infantry battalion, 

the exact make-up on the day is never standard and you have to work with what you have available.  

This may vary from battle to battle within the same unit. 

Example of conversion chart. 
Roll 1 die per SPI strength point (AV and DV added) 
 
Infantry Unit (Inc. Para, Glider infantry) using M44 dice or standard D6 
Infantry (1 or 2).  Rifle Company (4 rifle platoon bases) 
Tank (3). Rifle Company with AT platoon (3 rifle platoon bases and 1 PIAT/Bazooka/Panzerfaust platoon) 
Grenade (4). Infantry unit with mortar platoon (3 rifle bases and 1 3”/81mm mortar platoon) 
Star (5). Infantry unit with MG platoon (3 rifle bases and 1 MG42/Browning .5”/Vickers .303” platoon) 
Flag (6). HQ Platoon.  1 Jeep/Kubelwagen with 1 Command base). If a second is rolled, mobile recce 
company (e.g. carriers). 
 
Armoured Unit 
Infantry (1,2). Standard PzIV/Sherman/Cromwell unit.   
Tank (3) As 1,2 but British units have 1 Sherman Firefly in place of a Sherman 75 or Cromwell. German 
units may replace unit with Panthers instead of PzIVs. 
Grenade (4) SP AT Company (StuG III/IV, Archer, M10, Jagd Panzer, etc.), subject to a further die roll. 
Star (5) towed AT gun battery with half-tracks, (6pr, 17pr, 75mm, 88mm), subject to a further die roll. 
Flag (6) x1 light tank or armoured car (HQ unit), if a second is rolled, 3 light tanks or armoured cars. 
 
Artillery Unit 
Infantry (1,2) Field artillery battery (25pr/105mm) 
Tank (3) AT gun battery (17pr/88mm) 
Grenade (4) Heavy battery (5.5”/155mm) 
Star (5) Supply vehicle company 
Flag (6) Artillery HQ. Jeeps/Kubelwagens with Unit CO and Observer teams 
 
Various derivatives are made for specialist troops, according to the umpire’s discretion. 
 
Repair and replacement of bridges 
After research I decided that repair or replacement of bridges should be longer.  Researching the 
average time to bridge a 200ft gap, I decided on a base measurement of 5DAv hours (minimum 10, 
maximum 30, and average 17.5).  The number of dice is the span of the river (researched) divided by 40 
metres. 
 
 
  



Movement chart (simplified) 

This chart refers to terrain being moved into.  1 map square is 1 Km and the major terrain in the square 
is used for reference. 
Diagonal movement is only allowed if a road, highway or rail track exactly crosses the corner of the 
square, within the umpire’s judgement. 

Average speeds Km per 

half-hour Foot Tracks Towed Wheels 

Highway 2 6 6 6 

Road 2 3 3 6 

Open 

1 + 1 if 

D6>3 3 1 + 1 if D6>3 2 

Woods 

0 + 1 if 

D6>2 1 0 0 

Polder 1 0 0 0 

Heath 1 

1 + 1 if 

D6>3 0 0 + 1 if D6>2 

Town 1 1 1 1 + 1 if D6>3 

Canal 

0 + 1 if 

D6>5 0 0 0 

Rail 

1 + 1 if 

D6>3 2 0 + 1 if D6>2 1 

 
The strategic map is updated every half hour.  Tactical moves on the game board/table are 10 minutes 
each. 
Theoretically every 3 game turns the map should be updated, but practically I have found that it is a 
good idea to play the tactical game, record the resulting local situation on the strategic map, and then to 
select the next tactical game.  Tactical games are limited by a number of victory points needed according 
to strategic and tactical considerations, and then the campaign progresses. 
I have given up on the idea of having overlapping tactical games.  It simply adds to the complexity.  I 
would rather say that a tactical game in one area simply has the effect of holding up everything else in 
the area.  By ending a tactical game with a number of Victory points it may be resumed later, as the 
cards determine. 

Aircraft 
Each side has a number of air sorties per day, exclusive of supply drops. 
For the Allies, these are RAF sorties in support of XXX Corps in any attack. 
For the Germans, they are in support of any ground unit. 
 
Availability of aircraft is determined according to the campaign weather rules. 
Aircraft may deploy to support any units if requested at the start of a battle and available. 
Only one section (i.e. model) of aircraft may be deployed on any tactical battlefield. 
Tactical air rules are as the standard rules in M44 rules. 
 



Alternatively a sortie may be used for reconnaissance.  A rectangular area of 24 map squares is allocated 
and any enemy units within the area are reported to General Horrocks, General Browning or General 
Model as appropriate. 
 
 


